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The UVC usage within the healthcare industry is growing and several studies have been published the
last few years showing the functionality of the different UVC systems. In the same time several studies
have also mentioned the difference in UVC exposure levels in shadowed and/or areas further away
compared to areas in direct line of sight and/or close by where the UVC levels in shadowed areas were
significantly lower.[2,3] This lowered UVC exposure levels do have a significant effect on the
disinfection level achieved.[2] One efficient way to address the difference in UVC levels and to make
sure a specific surface has received a sufficient amount of UVC radiation is through a color changing
disposable dosimeters. Color changing dosimeters are used on a regular basis today with other
disinfection and sterilization procedures in autoclaves, steam sterilizers, etc. In several countries it is
regulated by law to be using a chemical color changing dosimeter with the disinfection/sterilization
procedure. This is also recommended by the CDC and FDA. Several studies in recent years have
mentioned and shown the benefits of using such dosimeters as an easy to use tool to assure quality UVC
exposure. One paper even described it as “Ultraviolet -C (UVC) monitoring made ridiculously simple:
UV-C dose indicators for convenient measurement of UV-C dosing”. [1,3,4,5]
This summary will focus on the two most recent published studies where a color changing dosimeter
was used in a lab setting and in a real live hospital environment.
Materials & Methods:
 Lab study: In a laboratory setting, exposed MRSA and C.diff spores on steel disk carriers to
UV-C for varying fluence exposures ranging from 10,000 to 100,000 µJ/cm2. The UV-C
indicators were placed adjacent to the carriers. The change in color of the indicators was
correlated with dose, by radiometer reading, and log10CFU reductions.
 Hospital study: Disposable indicators and an electronic radiometer were positioned in different
parts of an unoccupied room at the Burn Center. The UVC full room disinfection equipment (set
for sporicidal decontamination at 22 000 µWs/cm²) was placed in the center of the room. The
changes in the color of the disposable indicators, and radiometer readings, were noted for the
different areas. No microbiology samples were used.
Fig 1 and 2 shows the results form testing a UVC disinfection device together with a color changing
dosimeter in lab environment. As can be seen the colour change of the dosimeter, there is a different
color change between MRSA and C.diff which is to be expected as the energy level to kill off C.diff is
significantly higher compared to MRSA.
Table 1 shows the relation between lower UVC exposure levels, though radiometer readings, and
shadowed areas in live hospital environment.
Results & Conclusions:
 Disposable indicators help ensure that an adequate dose has been received
 The full color change of the dosimeter can be correlated to a 3 log reduction of both MRSA and
C.diff.
 Shadowed areas are exposed to significantly lower UVC levels compared to non-shadowed areas
and 30% of measured surfaces did not achieve high levels of UVC.

Fig 1: Shows the color change of the dosimeter, unexposed
(yellow), 10mJ/cm2 (3 log reduction of MRSA) and 46mJ/cm2
(3 log reduction of C.diff). UVC energy levels are stated on the
top of each dosimeter.

Fig 2: UVC energy levels correlated to
log reduction of C.diff and MRSA

Table 1: The relation between the shadowed areas and the lower
UVC exposure readings
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